Part One-Audio Visual

(30 minutes, 40 marks)



You will have TWO minutes to read the NINE questions in Part 1.



You will be shown a DVD sequence from the RTE programme, What’s Happening to Television?



You will see the sequence THREE times.



The first showing will be of the entire sequence.



The DVD sequence will be shown in TWO clips. After each clip you will be given time to write
your answers in the answer booklet.



The entire sequence will then be shown again.

This page may be used for notes
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ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

When you have seen the first clip you will have time to answer questions 1 to 5.
1.

Name the presenter of the programme, What’s happening to Television?

(2 marks)

2.

List three ways in which people can access television in Ireland today.

(3 marks)

3.

Identify your preferred way of watching television. Explain your choice.

(3 marks)

4.

Would you miss access to your mobile phone or the Internet more than you would miss access to
television? Explain your answer.
(4 marks)
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5.

Compare your media experiences with those of the teenagers shown in the clip.

(8 marks)

When you have seen the second clip you will have time to answer questions 6 to 9.
6.

Based on what Jill McGrath has to say in the clip, fill in the missing figures in the following
sentences.
(2 marks)
(i) On average, people in Ireland watch________________________________________ hours of
television every day.
(ii) ______________% of television programmes viewed in Ireland are broadcast live.

7.

Identify which one of the following programmes you would prefer to watch as a live broadcast:
The Nine O’Clock News; an episode of your favourite soap opera; an All-Ireland hurling final;
The Voice of Ireland; your favourite chat show. Explain your answer.
(6 marks)
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8.

Based on evidence from the clip, explain why you think The Voice of Ireland is an expensive
programme to produce.
(4 marks)

9.

Based on your viewing of the clip, explain the appeal of live television.

(8 marks)
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Section 2

Communications and Enterprise
Answer question 3 or 4

3. (a) Describe the student enterprise/mini-company organised by your Leaving Certificate Applied
class.

(b) (i) Outline your role in the enterprise/mini-company.

(4 marks)

(4 marks)

(ii) Name and describe one other role in this enterprise/mini-company undertaken by another
student in your Leaving Certificate Applied class.
(4 marks)
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(c)

Outline two pieces of advice in relation to running an enterprise or mini-company that you would
offer to students taking the Leaving Certificate Applied Programme next year.
(6 marks)

(d)

Write a reflection about your involvement with your classes’ enterprise/mini-company.
Your reflection should include the following information:
•
•
•

The skills you developed through your involvement with the enterprise/mini-company.
The challenges or problems you encountered.
What you learned about yourself.
(12 marks)

Skills you developed:
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